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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
I.

INTRODUCTION

Ever since the westward expansion of America, students
of language have been working to determine systematically,
through analysis of the important lexical and pronunciation
features of spoken English, the various dialects and speech
regions of the United States.

It was assumed by observers

and travellers during the nineteenth century that the United
States could be divided broadly into three general areas:
New England, the South and the remainder of the country.

The

speech of the "remainder of the country" was known by several
different names, such as "Northern", "Western" and "North-andWest" speech.^

Finally, in 1920, Windsor P. Daggett used the

term "General American".

This title has remained in use

since that time.
As more information became available, each of these
major regions became more sharply defined.

With the pub

lication of the Linguistic Atlas of New England (1939-

19^ 0 ), the first portion of the projected Linguistic Atlas

^Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957)y p. 171.

—1 —

—2 —

of the United States and Canada#^ and k Word Geography of the
Eastern United States,3 the region previously known as the
East was broken into two separate areas named by Kurath the
North and the Midland•

The former included New England, the

Hudson Valley and Metropolitan New York.

The latter in

cluded an area from northern Pennsylvania on the North to
western Virginia on the South.

The western boundary of this

area was not definitely established.
The South has been likewise fairly well delineated.
It joins the Midland area on the North and extends southwestward to include southern Missouri, nearly all of Arkansas,
and eastern Oklahoma and Texas.

The western boundary of this

area, also, was not definitely established.
The General American area has remained essentially the
same except for its extreme eastern boundary, where certain
sections have at times been included in the Eastern and
Southern areas.

At present, the General American region ex

tends from the Pacific coast east and north to the indefinite
western edges of the Eastern and Southern regions, including
a narrow strip along the southern shores of the Great Lakes
which extends to the Connecticut River, and south to the
point where it runs into the Southern region.

pp. 172-73, ff. h.
3Hans Kurath, 4 Word Geography of the Eastern United
States
(Ann Arbors University of Michigan Press, 19^+9).

-3The Appendix contains a map showing these regional
boundaries.
The General American region differs from the other
speech regions In one Important respect.

The above-mentioned

regions, the East (the North and Midland) and the South, were
delimited according to lexical and pronunciation charac
teristics,

General American, regardless of lexical and pro

nunciation characteristics, refers to all of the area re
maining,

Much work has been done to determine the speech

characteristics of the General American region, but the
results are so Incomplete that the greater part of It re
mains essentially uncharted.
Just as the Midland area was made a sub-dlvlslon of the
Eastern region, It Is anticipated by phoneticians that the
General American region will gradually be sub-dlvlded Into
more accurately determined areas.

Wise, In his discussion

of American speech regions, anticipates that:
There may be some name devised for the area, say,
from Missouri and Iowa west, to supplant the term
General American; possibly the terms of the East
may be extended westward, perhaps with some quali
fications for the far west,^
In summary, the term "General American" does not
denote a speech region In the strict sense of the word;

se, 22. çlt., p. 177,

-4rather, it refers to a relatively unexplored area which,
pending further investigation, will in all likelihood be
sub-divided and re-named according to the dialectal variations
discovered*
II*

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem.
The purpose of this study was to make a comparison of
the vowel sounds used by native residents of Missoula, Montana
in forty-eight recorded speech samples with the same sounds
typically used in the General American dialect
region.
Importance of the Study.
This study is important as one of the first steps in
making available experimental data that reveals variations
in speech sounds within prescribed areas now included in the
larger General American region.

Further studies pursuing

this type of experiment could eventually chart out the entire
General American region, and offer inferences concerning in
fluences affecting speech variations.

Kurath stated:

...a network of brief speech-monographs would be
of inestimable value, even though the meshes were
too big to catch and hold all the relevant facts
of American pronunciation. For it would provide
investigators of all forms of the spoken language
with a chart and spare them much aimless drifting;
...it would enable us to study the history of
American pronunciation in conjunction with the
"ethnic", "social" and "cultural" history of the

-5various sections, and, last but not least, it might
serve to persuade one or the other of our diction
aries to give a scientific account of American
pronunciation.^
In regard to his own research in the field of dialect,
Mr. Kurath said:
The sketches of American pronunciation (given here)
are neither full nor altogether reliable, but they
reflect, it is hoped, our present state of knowledge
which gives us only a very imperfect picture of the
actual situation.®
In other words, at the time of Kurath*s writing,
thirty years ago, the research in the area of American di
alect was far from complete.

Although extensive work has

been done since that time, to this writer's knowledge, the
"network” that Kurath speaks of is still not complete.
Wise, writing in 1957? reported that the field work being
done for the Linguistic Atlas, of which Kurath was the
director, covered North and South Dakota in 19^7» California
in 1952 and Colorado in 1950-53*^

Up to 1957, then, no

work for the Atlas had been done in the northwestern sec
tions of the General American region.

Thomas, in his

phonetics textbook, Phonetics of American English, cites

^Hans Kurath, American Pronunciation. Society for
Pure English, Tract 30 (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, I 928 ),
p. 297 .
^Ibld.. p. 296.
^Wise, 0 £. cit., p. 1 7 3 .

-6-

two examples of General American pronunciation, one drawn
from Vermont and the other from San Fransisco, California.®
Undoubtedly these few examples do not comprise the sum
total of the work being done or already completed at the
present time, but it is indicative of the sparsity of in
formation available as compared with that available on the
Eastern and Southern regions*^
Limitations of the Study.
This study was designed to analyze the dialect of
Missoula, Montana, and compare the results of the research
with other dialect areas of the United States.
The materials of the study were restricted to
selected vowel sounds which have been demonstrated to vary
from one speech region to another.

Variations of consonant

sounds, with one or two exceptions included in this study,
do not occur significantly.

As Thomas stated:

"Except for

, there are few consonantal variations which can be traced
to a regional base."^^

a.1s o , Wise and Kurath, when discussing

regional variations, restrict themselves to vowel sounds.
Secondly, this study is restricted to Missoula,

^Charles Kenneth Thomas, Phonetics of American
English (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 19^7),
ppT 155-67.
9see Chapter II, "Survey of Literature", for dis
cussion of the scope of present research.
^^Thomas, op. cit., p. l54.

-7Montana*

No attempt was made to incorporate the speech of

any other area into the research.
Thirdly, there was no attempt to make an analysis of
the stress patterns or lexical data of the area in this study.
Fourthly, this study is strictly descriptive.

No

attempt was made to make any value judgements as to socalled "correct** pronunciation.
Definition of Terms.
Vowel sounds.

The definition of a vowel used in this

study was taken from Applied Phonetics:
A vowel is a speech sound which may constitute a
syllable or the nucleus of a syllable.
Pure vowel«

A "pure vowel", as used in this study,

is synonymous with "single vowel sound", as distinguished
from a diphthong.

The term "pure" does not necessarily

refer to the actual quality or "purity" of a vowel sound,
but is a quantitative term.
Diphthong.

Wise defines a diphthong as:

...a complex of vowel sounds beginning with one
easily identifiable sound and ending with another.
Dialect.

The definition of "dialect" used for this

^^Wise, op. cit.. p. 73 .
p. 15 .
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study was taken from two sources:

(1) Krapp:

When.•.the speech of a certain community acquires
characteristics peculiar to that community, which
thus distinguish the speech of the community from
that of the country at large, or from other sections
of the country, we have a dialect...Almost every
community has Its local popular dialect.
(2) Webster*s New Collegiate Dictionary:
"Dialect** applies chiefly to a form of language
persisting In a locality or among a group, and
marked by peculiarities In vocabulary, pronunciation,
usage, etc.14III.

ORGANIZATION OP THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY

Chapter II.

Chapter II deals with a survey of the

existing literature In the area of American dialect study.
This survey Includes a discussion of the Linguistic Atlas
of the United States and Canada. contributions In the form
of textbooks and other major publications by prominent lin
guists and phoneticians, and minor contributions by pro
fessional and lay language scholars In the form of articles
appearing In speech periodicals.

It also contains a de

tailed listing of the sounds to be examined In this study,
as determined from a review of the literature In this area.

13(jeorge Philip Krapp, Modern English
Charles Scribner*s Sons, 1909), p. 139.
Mass.:

^\?ebster*s New Collegiate Dictionary
G.&C. Merrlam Co., 19M-5), p. 228.

(New York:
(Springfield,

-9Chapter III.

Chapter III is concerned with setting

up the criteria for the selection of the vowel sounds to be
examined and establishing a procedure for collecting and
analyzing the data.
Chapter IV.

Chapter IV contains the detailed re

sults of the study.
Chapter V.

Chapter V presents a summary of the results

of Chapter IV, a general summary and conclusion, and re
commendations for future research.
Bibliography.

The Bibliography contains a complete

listing of references used in the preparation of this study.
Appendix.

The Appendix contains the charts,

transcriptions, scripts and other original materials used
in this thesis.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF LITERATURE
The literature surveyed for this study consisted
primarily of the contributions made to the field of di
alect research in America by:
1.

The Linguistic Atlas of the United States and
Canada.

2.

Prominent linguists and phoneticians in the area
of American dialect study, and

3.

Writers in periodical speech publications.
As stated in Chapter I, under Limitations of the

Study, research into dialect concentrates upon two major
areas;

phonetic description and lexical variation.

Usually

these areas are investigated separately, although the data
from each is combined to present a complete picture of
regional and local dialect boundaries.
I.

LINGUISTIC ATLAS

By far the most important contribution to the field
of American dialect has been The Linguistic Atlas of the
United States and Canada.

Although only one of its volumes

was available, it was possible to obtain considerable in
formation concerning the function and achievement of the

—10—

*11“

Atlas from other sources.
The Linguistic Atlas was first conceived in 1928.
In 1931, work was started with a training session for the
linguists and phoneticians whe were to participate in the
collection and compilation of data.

Between the years 1939

and 19^ 9 > a total of six volumes were published under the
auspices of the Atlas.

These volumes are listed below in

the order of their publication:
1.

1939

Volume I, Linguistic Atlas of New England.
(Brown University Press).

2.

1939

Handbook of Linguistic Geography of New
England, TSrown University Press).

3.

19^1

Volume II, Linguistic Atlas of New England.

h»

19^3

Volume III, Linguistic Atlas of New England.

5.

19^9

A Word Geography of the Eastern United
States. (University of Michigan Press).

6.

1953

Eastern Verb Geography. (University of
Michigan PressT.

With the exception of the three volumes of the
Linguistic Atlas of New England. the above volumes were con
cerned entirely with usage and word distribution; data on
pronunciation is currently being gathered, but has not been
published as yet.

Wise, in his discussion of the Atlas.

assumes that the phonetic and lexical findings will tend to

1 ^Principally from Wise, op. clt., pp.

171-lSl
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colnclde in the determining of dialect boundaries;
...data on pronunciation for the eastern states
(outside New England) has not yet been published
paralleling the data on word distribution...
Kurath has said that he believes the lexical and
phonetic isoglosses will substantially coincide
...Correspondence from and conversation with other
Atlas workers indicate that they believe so too.
Studies now under way, when published, confirm
their belief.
The one available publication of the Atlas, Kurath*s
^ Word Geography of the Eastern United States, was suf
ficient to point out the methods and materials used by
the Atlas workers to determine dialect areas*

The Word

Geography is a compilation of words, showing the distri
bution and occurrence of certain colloquial usages.

The

words used for this study were selected according to their
regional or local variation.

Mr Kurath, in the opening

statement of his introduction to Word Geography, implies
the general criterion for this selection as well as the
general purpose of such studies:
Every word that is not in nation-wide use has its
own spread geographically— as well as socially;
yet the word boundaries tend to coalesce in some
sectors and to be spaced more or less widely in
others. Whenever they coalesce to form more or less
close-knit strands or bundles, we have speech
boundaries of varying importance.
If we have at
our disposal a sufficiently large number of re
gionally or locally restricted words, we are able

^^Wise, op. cit.,‘p. 177.

-13to draw dialect boundaries,17
The words used by Kurath for study were common to
everyday colloquial speech, regardless of social, economic
or educational usage.

Representative examples include such

words as "burlap bag", "fried cake", "darning needle",
"salt pork" and "spoon bread".

These words and/or their

equivalents were traced throughout an area and their re
peated occurrence and variations were recorded by location.
After a large number (between 900 and 1,000) of such words
had been traced, the Atlas field workers were able to di- •
vide the eastern United States into three major regions,
each in turn sub-divided into a total of eighteen areas.
The body of the Word Geography is taken up with charts
showing the geographical occurrences of each of these words.
II.

MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS BY PROMINENT LINGUISTS AND
PHONETICIANS
Aside from the organized efforts of many linguistic

scholars which have gone into the Linguistic Atlas, other
prominent linguists and phoneticians have made independent
contributions to the area of American dialect.

An ex

haustive list or discussion of every such contribution
would prove cumbersome; therefore, the following is only

l?Kurath, o£. cit.. p. i.

-1 ^a limited treatment of the more important studies which have
added to the present knowledge of American dialect*
Mencken's three-volume series, The American Language,^®
is a compendium of American English a& it developed since
the founding of the colonies.

It covers nearly every phase

of the American language, its historical development, pro
nunciation, grammar, spelling and dialects*
Of particular interest were Chapters VI and VII,
which dealt with pronunciation, usage and dialect areas*
Mr* Mencken's discussion of pronunciation is from an histori
cal standpoint; that is, he discusses the pronunciation of a
particular word or words in terms of its change from one
time to another*

Also, he does not normally assign partic

ular pronunciation characteristics to specific areas, except
in rather gross situations, such as the elision of the post
vocalic /r/ in Southern speech, or the quality of what is
termed "Negro" speech*
At the time Mencken was writing, the major dialect
regions of the United States had been roughly established*
He discusses the boundaries of these regions in detail, al
though his discussion has been largely superseded by
more recent work, either by the Atlas research or by more
contemporary linguists*
At the beginning of his discussion of American di-

Mencken, The American Langauge
Alfred A* Knopf, 1936)*

(New York:

-15alects, Mr. Mencken cites several linguists writing before

1900 who stated that the general tendency in W e r l c a was
toward a gradual leveling of all dialectal variation.

His

refutation of this belief is one which has been borne out
by more modern research; he states that despite great politi
cal, social and economic uniformity in the United States;
...there are dialectical differences in spoken American,
and they have been observed and recorded by a mul
titude of phonologists, both professional and lay.
The organization of the American Dialect Society
in 1889, the continuous, if somewhat infrequent,
appearance of Dialect Notes ever since, and the pre
paration of a Linguistic Atlas of the country are
sufficient evidences that American dialect really
exists .19
Krapp's The English Language in A m e r i c a , a twovolume work, is also an historical treatment of English from
colonial times to 192?.
As the title implies, Mr, Krapp's work is comparative,
tracing the development of British English to American
English and comparing one to the other.

From this com

parative basis, Mr. Krapp was not concerned primarily with
specific discussions of regional dialect variations.
Of far more practical value to this study were two
fairly recent textbooks on phonetics. Phonetics of American

p. 356.
®George Philip Krapp, The English Language in
America (New York;
The Century Company, 1925).

-16-

Engllsh by T h o m a s , a n d

Applied Phonetics by Wlse.^^

The

value of both of these volumes lies In their systematic dis
cussion of regional variations In pronunciation.
Chapters 21 and 22 of the Thomas text are devoted
entirely to regional pronunciation, especially of the three
major dialect regions. Eastern, Southern and General American,
although Thomas does discuss more specific areas of the
Eastern region, as detailed by publications of the Linguistic
Atlas,

The scope of the research and the preparation which

contributed to Thomas *s text are best expressed by Thomas
himself In his preface to the volume:
The sources of my material are 20 years and
more of phonetic study, the steadily Increasing
phonetic literature that has developed during the
same period, and seven thousand records of speakers
from all over the country whose speech I have
analyzed In detail, ^
Wise's Applied Phonetics, postdating Thomas's book
by ten years. Is a far more eclectic and detailed work.
Whereas Thomas Intended his text for a phonetic primer,
Wise aimed his book primarily at the discussion of the
various dialects of the English language.
his preface:

^^Thomas, 0£. c l t ,
^^Wlse, o£, c lt.
^^Thomas,

c l t ., p, vl.

As he states In

-17The title Ipplied Phonetics has been given to
this book to suggest its main intent: to apply
phonetic symbols and nomenclature to the descrip
tion of the principal varieties of the English
language in America and the British Isles.
Chapters 6 through 2?, containing nearly 75/? of the
book, are given over to detailed discussions and descrip
tions of dialectal variations in spoken English.

A large

part of this section of the book is also taken up with a
discussion of foreign dialects in English.
In addition to the books discussed above, several
other books were consulted and used in this study.

A

complete listing of these volumes is included in the
Bibliography.
III. PERIODICAL LITERATURE
An exhaustive canvass of the periodical literature in
the Montana State University library netted very little in
the way of articles dealing specifically with regional
dialect in the western United States.

Only two articles

were found which were remotely related to the area of this
study.
Mills, in an article entitled "Oregon Speechways,"
discussed the history of colloquial usages common to

^Sfise, op. cit., p.

V.

—

18—

lumbermen in O r e g o n . H o n o u r ^

in his article, "A. Compara

tive Analysis o f ^ ^ J V a r i a n t s

in the San Fransisco and

Los Angeles Areas,** reported the variations he found between|^(/|Jand|^(^Jin such words as/"roof", "root** amd **hoof**.26
Three other articles dealt with setting up a method
ology for collecting phonetic and lexical data in dialect
research.

They were:

Cassidy, "On Collecting American

Dialect;"^^Haltzin, "An Essay On Phonetic Methodology;"^8
and Ives, "Use of Field Materials in the Determination of
Dialect Groupings."^9
Two articles dealt specifically with individual sounds
examined in this study.

They were:

Peterson and Coxe, "The

Vowels^sJ a n d ^ ^ ^ i n American S p e e c h ; a n d Hubbell, "The
Phonemic Analysis of Unstressed Vowels.
From the almost complete lack of published material

^^from American Speech. XXV (May, 1950), pp.

81-90.

^^from Quarterly Journal of Speech. XLII (February,
1956), pp. 3 1 - 3 ^
pp.

^^from American Speech. XXII (Oct.-Dec., 19^8),
19^- 203.
pQ
from Quarterly Journal of Speech. XXXVI (April,

1950), pp.

189-196.

^^frorn Quarterly Journal of Speech. XVI (December,
1955), pp. 359-36'*'.
^^from Quarterly Journal of Speech. XXXIX (February,
1953), pp. 3 3 - « r
^^from American Speech. XXV (May, 1950), pp.

105-111.

-19in the speech periodicals concerning dialect research in this
region, it seemed logical to assume that the Northwestern
states, including Montana, had received little attention as
to their dialect characteristics up to this time.
IV.

RESUME OF PERTINENT VOWEL SOUNDS

The three major dialect regions of the United States
have been delineated on the basis of variations among cer
tain vowel sounds.

In order to make an accurate comparative

survey of the speech of Missoula, Montana, it was necessary
to compile a list of these variable vowel sounds.
was chosen from the following sources:

This list

Wise, Applied

Phonetics and Thomas, Phonetics of American English (dis
cussed above); Kurath, American Pronunciation; K a n t n e r and
West, P h o n e t i c s Kenyon and Knott, A Pronouncing Dictionary
of American English;^^and Needleman, A Manual of Pronunciation.^^

3^Kurath, 0£. cit.
33ciaude E. Kantner and Robert West, Phonetics
(New York; Harper and Brothers, 19^1).
3^John S. Kenyon and Thomas A* Knott, A Pronouncing
Dictionary of American English (Springfield, Mass.:
G.&C.
Merriam Company, Ï951).
3^Morriss H. Needleman, A Manual of Pronunciation.
College Outline Series, (New York: Barnes and Noble, 19^9).
(NOTE: During the detailed resume, the above two pro
nouncing dictionaries will not be referred to by page
numbers.)

—20—

Nearly all the vowel soamds which vary from one re
gion to another have been established; yet, though there is
no dispute as to which sounds vary from General American
dialect, there is comparatively little known as to what vari
ations occur within specific areas of the General American
region.
Consequently, the vowel sounds selected for this study
were (1) those which the above sources discussed as being
variable from region to region, and (2) those among which
there was disagreement as to the quality used in the General
American region.
Vowelized /r/, stressed and unstressed.
The quality of the sound represented by the letter
«r» vas found to be one of the most distinguishing features
of regional variation.

As Thomas states:

The most striking difference between the various
regional pronunciations, and the difference about
which the most lively, though inconclusive, argu
ments have revolved, is the nature of the sounds
which correspond to the letter "r"
The /r/ in General American is typically sounded
in all orthographic positions.

The^fJ -colored vowels.

in a stressed position andj^J in an unstressed position,
in such words as "work"

3^Thomas, op. cit.. p.

and "father" (

1^.

), appear

-21-

consistently, as contrasted with^^Jand£"^^Jwhich appear in
stressed and unstressed positions, respectively, in South
ern and Eastern a r e a s . I n

such words as "worry" and

"courage", the vowel quality may range fromj^^J, the retro
flex vowelized consonant in£*Vl^
vowelis

to where the central

followed by consonantal^l^J in^^VV/ihQ.

Every

source agreed on this point, although Thomas stated that
the available evidence is not conclusive.^®
Vowels preceding "r".
The greatest variation in vowel quality for which
the /r/ is responsible occurs in vowels preceding the *r".
In such words as "very", "carry" and "merry", the vowel
may range fron^Uj t c £ 9 ^ .

Phoneticians are in only partial

agreement as to which of these two sounds predominates in
General American.

Thomas uses eltheij^^

Kant ne r

and West u s ^ ^ J consistently in transcription;^^ Needleman
uses both^cTl and|^^^, with slight preference foijT^^J;
Kurath prefers^^^Jover^^^

Wise says that:

^ 3 ^ Probably predominates in the General American

®^Wise, c^. cit.. p.
®®Thomas, op. cit.. p.

188.
IW.

^^Ibid.. p. 160.
^^Kantner and West, pp. cit., pp.
^^Kurath, pp. cit.. p. 283.

37^-396.
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at large...individuals or communities lean to one ,
or to the other, or are inexplicably inconsistent.^
In such words as "near" and "clearly", the vowel
sound is alway C i J .
The vowel sound for the orthographic "a" as in
"father", "dark" and "farm", ranges a m o n ^ I ^
When orthographic "o" precedes "r" as in "border"
and "downpour", or when "a" precedes "r" and is in turn
preceded by "w", as in "warranted", the vowel sound is pre-

domlnantlj^^J
Unstressed initial, medial and final syllables.
In unstressed syllables of such words as "fearless",
"gallop", "minute" and "terrible", the vowel ranges from
the neutral unstressed vowelj^^jto the slightly higher,
front v o w e l ^ ^ J .

Wise states that the tendency in General

American is heavily toward the schwa

Thomas,

in an illustration of General American, use^T^Q almost exclusively. ^

Kantner and West, on the other hand, imply that

the^jJ vowel is becoming more widespread:

^^Wise, 02* cit.. p.

184.

^^All sources agreed on the vowels cited in the last
three instances.
^S/ise, 02 * cit.. p.

186,

^^Thomas, o^. cit.. p. 166.

-23••.general (sic) American style shows two marked
tendencies:
(1) to give each unaccented vowel
some of the quality of one of the standard vowels
•• ; (2) to use t^he indefinite and nondescript
schwa sparingly#
Kenyon and Knott use either form, with a slightly
greater emphasis on^^J ; Needleman likewise uses both sounds#
Orthographic **a” preceding nasals• laterals and unvoiced
fricatives and stops#
In such words as "grass" and "ranch", where the
orthographic "a" precedes nasals, laterals and unvoiced
fricatives and stops, the vowel sounc^/^^l^predominates in
General American.

Considerable variation amongj^^^i^,j^^^^and

occurs in other areas #^^
Orthographic "u" following /t/ ,

and /ü/#

When orthographic "u" is preceded by the dental con
sonant s^tj ,£clj and

in such words as "duty" and "stupid",

the General American vowel may appear as^Uf'JoT with a slight
on-glide

^#

Wise states thatj^(/^is used in the

majority of cases, although there is a strong educational
and radio pressure toward||j6^and|l^o^^
Kenyon and Knott list both#

Kurath states that:

^^Kantner and West, o^. cit.# p.
^^Kurath,

Needleman and
"The simple

280#

cit. • p. 287; Wise, o£. cit. * p. I 83 #

^®Wise, o£. cit.. p.

I 86#

-2^--

voweiiy Cj seems to be more common in everyday w o r d s , "^9
Diphthongs,
The diphthongs chosen for examination were taken from
Wise.He

recognizes five “rising" diphthongs which

transcribes as^ £ l j ,£’<5

he

all of which

begin with a low or mid vowel and glide to a higher vowel
position.
The diphthongal s o u n d s ^ ] Q and

in such words as

“fate" and “grow", differ from the other three diphthongs in
that they each have pure vowel c o g n a t e s a n d ^ ^ J ,
phonemically identical to the diphthong^lJand|p(^.

which are
In

other words, the added glides

andj^ijJdo not create a

change in meaning from|^(^ and£ o].

Wise consistently uses

^ a n d ^

respectively when the sound is in a stressed

position, and the pure vowel^g^and^([^when the stress is
secondary or weak.^^

Thomas, Needleman and Kenyon and Knott

employ the pure vowels^(^ andj^oj in both stressed and weakly
stressed p o s i t i o n s . ' Kantner and West

and£ol^in

both stressed and unstressed positions, with occasionally the

^^Kurath, op. cit.. p.
5^ise, pp. cit., p.
^^Ibid.. pp.

287#

96.

18^— 85.

^^Thomas, pp. pit., pp.

56, l66.
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pure vowels being used in positions of weak or secondary
s t r e s s . K u r a t h maintains that these sounds, while being
clearly diphthongal in British English, are but slightly
so in General American.

This conclusion conflicts with

further statements by Wise and Thomas that the use of the pure
vowel is usually the mark of foreign birth, since the
majority of European languages do not diphthongize these
sounds.
It is interesting to note that Peterson and Coxe,
through spectrographic analysis of these two sounds, arrive
a t ^ l j o r j ^ ^ f o r the "a" ("fate”) vowel, a n c ^ ^

^

o r £ d ^ f o r the ”ow" ("grow") vowel.
The diphthongal sound in such words as "noise" and
"voice" is represented consistently

although

Thomas notes variations ranging f r o n ^ j ^ t o ^ jjandj^"^
Of the five diphthongs, the greatest variation occurs
in the first element o : ^ [ ^ i ^ a n d ^

represented ortho-

^^Kantner and West, ot. clt., p. 377.
([^\J and
i^\/Ujcorrespond_exactJLy to£[lJ and£ UJ in these two aiphthong s. The[jJ andiJvtiJ glides are merely alternate forms,
and are not significant to this discussion.)
^^Kurath,

cit.. p.

^^Wise, op. cit., p.

287.
185; Thomas, pp. cit., p.

l66.

^^G.E. Peterson and M.S. Coxe, "The Vowels/"^J and£c^
in American Speech," The Quarterly
_______ly Journal of Speech, XXXIX,
(February), 1953, pp. 33-?l%
^^Thomas, pp. cit.. p.

106.
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graphlcally as the "1" In "like" and the "ow" in "down",
respectively.

Wise and Needleman transcribe these sounds
respectively;^® Thomas, as^^^^and^

Kantner and West, a s ^ ^ j j a n d e i t h e r ^ i / J o r ^
Orthographic "a", "o" and "ou" in stressed positions.
The spellings "a", "o" and "ou" cover a wide range of
pronunciations and variations, and no attempt is made to in
clude all the possibilities.

The following list includes the

more predominant variations
Orthographic "a" as in such words as "watch" and
"fathef* ranges a m o n ^ C ^

^^Jand£*^^.

Orthographic "ou" as in "thought" is predominantly
t h ^ ^ J vowel in General American.
Orthographic "a" followed by "11" as in "tall"
varies betweei^Z^ and^l:%^, with^^^J predominant.
Suffixes:

"le", "ul" and "ile" .

In such words as "supple" and "plentiful" the suf
fix is predominantly!^/^.

In "fertile" where£”tl a n d ^ Q are

homorganic, the suffix is usuallj^/^.

^®Wise, op. cit., p.

The^^^-^/Jvariation

96 .

^^Thomas, pp. cit., p. 153»
^^Kantner and West, op. cit.. p.

377o

(Cf.

ff.

^^Wise, pp. pit., p. 183-86 ; Thomas, pp. pit#,
pp. l¥f-53; Kurath, pp. cit.. pp. 286-88.

2?)
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also exists in the case of "fertile" and related words.
Initial "wh".
Thomas states that the initial "wh" consonant com
bination appears frequently a ^ i v j in urban areas and as^Xi^J
in rural a r e a s . W i s e usej^Pv\J consistently for
General A m e r i c a n . I n his discussion of Standard Southern
British, or "stage speech," Wise use^/T^Jpredominantly
overj^^ , although both forms are common.

As in the case

stndJ^Jvowels in unstressed syllables, there is

of

the possibility of a limited educational influence favoring

th^TvvJ

•

^ ^ i s e , 22* cit.. pp.
^^Thomas, o£. cit.. p.

l88, 2^2,
15^.

^\fise, 02. cit.. p. iB?.
^ ^Ibid.. p.

2h3*

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The procedure for this study required:

(1) the

selection of vowel sounds to be examined, as designated in
Chapter II; (2) the preparation of a recording script in
corporating these sounds; (3) the determination of subjects
whose speech had been the least influenced by the speech of
other areas; (4) the tape recording of samples of the speech
of these subjects; (5) the transcription of the recorded
speech samples of these subjects into standard phonetic
symbols; and (6) the comparison of the sounds under in
vestigation as they appeared in the recorded samples and as
they appeared in the sources cited above.
Selection of vowel sounds.
The detailed list of

selected vowel sounds appears

in the last part of Chapter

II#

Preparation of the recording script.
To facilitate the analysis of the selected sounds, a
uniform script was read by the subjects and recorded for play
back.

In this way, it was possible to select words incor

porating the desired sounds

rather than having

to search for

the sounds in the text of a

random interview.

It was also

decided that the script should have a logical train of thought
-

28-

rather than a series of unrelated words to be pronounced out
of context.
In preparing the script, a word-list was made up
which used the desired sounds.
criptive essay was composed.

From this list a short des
The essay was designed to be as

brief as possible,

k copy of the script in included in the Appendix,
Determination of subjects for recording.
To insure the greatest accuracy in the study, it was
necessary to impose rather stringent restrictions on the
subjects whose speech would be chosen for analysis.

First,

the age of the subjects was restricted between ten and fiftyfive,

The minimum limit was set to guarantee that the sub

ject's speech had matured sufficiently; the maximum limit
was set to guard against any possible deterioration of the
speech of the subject.
Secondly, it was necessary for the subject to have
been born in Missoula, Montana,

This restriction was set up

in the interest of mitigating the influence of speech from
other areas.
Thirdly, the subject must have maintained continuous
residence in Missoula from his birth to the time of the
recording, with intervals of absence of no more than six
months at any one time.

This six-month restriction was ar

bitrary and was set up to minimize the effect of the speech

-30-

of other areas*
Fourthly, the subject was to have no notable speech
or hearing disorders or defects.

This information was

supplied by the subject, to the best of his knowledge.
Fifthly, precautions were taken by use of a
questionnaire to avoid any dialectal influence of foreign
langauges.

The subject was asked to state his nationality

and what relationship existed between himself and his most
recent immigrant relatives.
No restrictions were placed on the sex, education or
socio-economic status of the subjects, since, as fas as the
author is aware, these factors do not affect dialectal
speech.
The sample.

The subjects used for this study were

divided into two general groups according to age.

One

group was composed of thirty-five subjects whose ages ranged
from sixteen to twenty-three, with the mean age of seventeeneighteen.

The second group was composed of thirteen sub

jects whose ages ranged from thirty-five to fifty-five,
with the mean

age of forty-three.

k variety of ancestry was represented among the sub
jects; sixteen different nationalities overlapped among the
forty-eight subjects.

Of these sixteen, English, German and

Irish appeared the most frequently, with respective totals
of nineteen, sixteen and thirteen occurrences.

The re

maining thirteen nationalities were represented from one to

-31seven times.

Five subjects were first generation, twenty-

two were second generation and eighteen were third generation
Americans.

k copy of the questionnaire is included in the Ap
pendix.
Recording of speech samples.
Making contact with qualified subjects was expedited
wherever possible through local organizations such as the
PTA and Missoula County High School.
cordings were gathered in this manner.

The majority of re
The remainder were

gathered through personal contacts with subjects who were
co-operative.
The speech samples were recorded on magnetic tape
with a Webcor tape recorder with double recording heads,
making possible recording in either direction.

The micro

phone used was the unit supplied with the machine.
The recordings could not be made in a studio or other
acoustically designed room.

The equipment was set up wherever

convenience dictated, with all possible care taken to cut
background noise to a minimum.

With proper monitoring during

recording sessions, it was possible to make the tapes al
most completely free from extraneous sounds.
Transcription of the recordings.
For transcription, the International Phonetic Alpha
bet was used, the complete text of which is included in the
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Àppendlx,^^

In addition to the standard IPA symbols, a

system of modifiers was used which enabled closer transcrip
tion than the standard phonetic symbols would allow.

These

modifiers are also included in the Appendix.
To speed up transcription, a special script was
devised which provided a blank space for each sound in
question.

A copy of this transcription blank is included in

the Appendix.
Transcriptions were made with appropriate symbols
after listening to each single sound played back at least
five times.

Each sound in the script was taken in order.

Accuracy and consistency were checked by making fre
quent spot-checks on recordings previously transcribed.

Also,

no more than three complete transcriptions were made at one
sitting, in the interest of minimizing the influence of
previous transcriptions.
Reliability.

In order to check on the accuracy of the

transcription, a qualified phonetician transcribed random
samples.

A comparison showed an almost identical cor

respondence with the original transcriptions of this study.
Out of 119 sound occurrences tested, positive agreement was
found in all but seven instances*

Webster>s New Collegiate Dictionary, op. cit.. p. viii

CHAPTER 17
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The accuracy of transcription was hampered by two
factors.

First of all, many of the variations of sounds

cited in Chapter II, when pronounced out of context, were
easily identifiable.

However, when these same sounds oc

curred in the context of a word, spoken with considerable
speed, it was difficult to distinguish their actual quality.
This problem was compounded by the fact that the concept of
a "pure" vowel is a completely theoretical one, and the
symbols used to indicate a particular sound refer not to
that sound as a specific entity, but to a phoneme which ad
mits variations within its particular family of sounds.
Hubbell pointed out another difficulty of transcription:
It is suggested with some trepidation that in
transcription we may all have a tendency to
listen to (sounds) rather cursorily and then
write what we merely assume would occur in a
particular syllable.^7
To expedite the detailed discussion of each sound
in question, a series of charts was devised which would al
low the variations of each sound to be seen in numerical
relation to each other.

A separate chart of each sound,

^ 7 A.llan F. Hubbell, "The Phonemic Analysis of
Unstressed Vowels," American Speech, XXV (May, 1950), p. 110
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"3^"
its variations and the numerical occurrence of each vari
ation, precedes each section to be discussed in detail.
In each chart the words are listed in the order of
their discussion, and in terms of their relationship to
each other.

Columns #1, #2 and #3 are given over to the

variations described by the sources consulted in Chapter
II.

Columns #4 and #5 present other variations which were

found during the investigation.
In many cases, the number of occurrences for a word
listed on the charts is less than the total number, fortyeight.

Frequently during the recording sessions, a subject

would falter, stutter or otherwise destroy or distort a
sound.
When a word appeared more than once in the script,
the vowel in each occurrence was analyzed.

If a repeated

word varied noticeably from the others, the word is re
peated in the chart; if no variation was found, the word
appears only once in the charts.

1-a.

Vowelized /r/, stressed.
1

WORD

2

L3J

_

work

if8

fertile

1+8

courage

48

3

4

5

-35In the three Instances of the »er” sound in a stressed
position, there was not a single exception to the retro
flex vowelized consonantf^J *

T b e ^ rjcombination in column

#3> noted earlier as a General American variation in
"courage", did not occur#

1-b#

Vowelized /r/, unstressed#

^ w-

WORD
border

1+8

father

^7

1

ever

^7

1

humor

^8

temper

47

1

wither

46

2

loiter

48

paper

48

behavior

48

3

^

T

The "hard" or "pure" /r/ also appeared consistently
in unstressed positions#

From a total of 480 possible in

stances, only fiveJ*^J variations appeared#
this reduction

In every case,

was due to the rapidity with which the

subject read the script#

It was therefore not considered

significant as a dialectal variation#
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2-a.

Orthographic vowels preceding "r":
1

2

"^

"e" and “a".
M-

WORD

5
//jJJ

terrible

^•0

3

3

varied

28

15

k

daring

38

7

1

merry

33

very

^3

hair

38

-

15

2
<£«J

)

The orthographic vowels "e** and ”a” preceding ”r”
presented a greater pattern of variation.

The word "ter

rible" whose vowel sound was recorded as/j£j forty times and
"very" whose vowel sound was recorded as|Xj forty-three
times were the only two words of the six tested which con
tained a consistently "pure"^Tj vowel.
In the remaining four words, there seemed to be an
orthographic influence controlling the sound of th^^Jvowel.
The two words "varied" and "daring", containing "a" pre
ceding "r", demonstrated a slight lowering of thej^^ (
The subjects recorded fifteen instances of this lowering in
"varied" and seven instances in "daring".
In the words containing orthographic "e" as in
"merry", the consonantal "r" was anticipated sufficiently
to produce the quality of the vowellzedj^^J .

Fifteen in-

-37stances of thls^hj-coloring occurred in "merry**.

This

^jrj quality was never strong enough to produce the vowel
sound of "worry"

but it was sufficient to cause

a distinct coloring.
The word "hair" presented another variation which
seemed to compromise thej^^ and^i(^^^.

In only two instances

did the vowel become lowered, but in eight cases the vowel
was accompanied by a[^] glide.

2-b,

Orthographic vowels preceding "r" :
1,

2

3

"ea".
if

■ 5

" ■

LlJ

WORD
near

4?

fearless

M-8

clearly

^8

1

In the words where orthographic "ea" preceded "r"
("near", "fearless" and "clearly"), the vowel sound was a
relatively puref ij in all cases,

àlso, the consonantal /r/

was "hard" or "pure" in every instance, with no reduction
of the retrofle^lj

2-c.

•

Orthographic vowels preceding "r" :
1

WORD

LCll

farm

k-7

dark

h2

2

râl

3
0>1

"a".
4

1
6

5

“ 38The orthographic “a” preceding "r" as in "dark" and
"farm" was found to be a stable^^^ in nearly every instance*
In six instances of the word "dark", the vowel sound was pro
nounced with a clearly fronted and raised^<^J

The

fronting and raising, however, were not great enough to
Justify their transcription as^^J .

2-d.

Orthographic vowels preceding "r":
and "a" preceded by "w".
1
,2. .
3
WORD
Ll>}

"o", "oa", "ou"
4

5

_

LodJ

border

47

unfortunately

48

warranted

46

roar

43

5

downpour

45

3

1

1

The orthographic vowel "o" and its combinations of
"oa" and "ou", and the orthographic "a" preceded by "w"
appeared fairly consistently as t h e £ ^ vowel.

"Border",

"unfortunately" and "warranted" were pronounced with the/^3j
vowel in all cases.

In five instances, the duration of the

vowel sound in "roar" was extended and the vowel was raised
approximately to£ûJ

When it was raised, it became

slightly diphthongal, incorporating a^^J glide approaching
the^l^J •

Three pronunciations of the vowel in "downpour"

were also raised

or£o^and became diphthongal

In each of these instances, the stress of the second syllable

-39“
of "downpour** increased from weak to secondary.

3*

Unstressed initial. medial and final syllables.
2
WORD

terrible

2

plentiful
warranted

*+

L-2

40

3

5
LS-1)
3

48

h2

unfortunately
unfortunately

3

Li]

6
1

3
39

3

courage
(14-Ï^^J)
gallop

49

behavior
believe

3
48

32

1^

3

33

tempest

35

13

reckless

45

3

fearless

25

21

endless

22

2h

minutes

15

33

stupid

26

20

greatest

2

The quality of the vowel sounds in initial, medial
and final unstressed syllables was probably the least con
sistent of all the vowel sounds examined.

In the sixteen

words tested, no clear-cut pattern favoring eithei^^J or£lJ

-ï+o

could be found*
The vowel sound In the medial unstressed syllable of
the words “terrible** and “plentiful" was recorded almost
entirely as^ij .

The vowel in "terrible" was pronounced as

[ij forty times; the vowel in "plentiful", asj]jJ fortyeight times.

There seemed to be two reasons for this:

(1)

the influence of the orthographic "i"; and/or a local
dialect tendency.

The first reason seemed the more accurate

in light of other words under examination.

For example,

"warranted" also contains a medial unstressed syllable,
comparable structurally to "terrible" and "plentiful".
"Warranted", however, with the exception of six instances
which were pronounced with no clear vowel quality at all
(merely a further reduction o ^ ^ J
the^c}] vowel exclusively,

/), was recorded with

A.s a further example, the vowel in

the unstressed "tu" syllable in "unfortunately" was pro
nounced as£lj in only three instances.

The following "nate"

syllable was not pronounced with the^ij vowel at all; in
fact, it was left out altogether in three instances.
Hubbell stated that the one exception to thej^^Jreduction tendency in American English occurs in such words
as "music", "kicking" and "fetish", all of which contain final
palatal or velar consonants. ^8 xhe word "courage" would fall
into this category, thej^^consonant being the voiced af-

^%ubbell, op. cit.. p.

105*
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fricatlve cognate of the unvoiced fricative^ Cj .

The final

unstressed vowel of **courage** followed this tendency; in
every instance the vowel was pronounced asj^lj, fourteen of
which were distinctly raised

).

Orthographic influence was also present in the un
stressed vowel of **gallop” which was pronounced as^^J in
every instance.

The dominance of the^^J vowel in this word

is probably due to the fact that (1) orthographic **o" tends
to be pronounced with low and back vowels, and (2) the pre
ceding "11” was "dark", or backed in every case.
The words "behavior" and "believe" contain essentially
identical initial unstressed syllables, seemingly implying
a relationship between form and sound.
however, did not exist.

This relationship,

The vowel in "behavior" was pro

nounced as^!2^ in every instance; the vowel in "believe" was
recorded

thirty-two instances, and asj^^] in four

teen instances.
Two other seemingly similar suffixes in the words
"greatest" and "tempest" differed markedly in the sound of
the vowel, with the final vowel in "greatest" being re
corded a s p ] in forty-four instances, and in "tempest", as
P J in thirty-five instances and as£lj in thirteen instances.
The three words "reckless", "fearless" and "endless",
again apparently similar in the form of the final suffix,
demonstrated considerable variation.

"Fearless and "endless"

showed definite agreement, with the vowel in "fearless" being

»lf2-

pronounced twenty-five times

and twenty-one times as

, and the vowel in **endless" being pronounced twenty-two
times asj^G] and twenty-four times as£*lj •

The unstressed

vowel in "reckless", however, was pronounced as^âj in all
but three instances*
The two remaining words, "minute" and "stupid", were
also inexplicably inconsistent*

The final vowel in "minute"

was recorded as/^^J fifteen times, and as^^J thirty-three
times;

the final vowel in "endless" was pronounced as

twenty-six times, and asf^^J twenty times.

Orthographic "a" preceding nasals, laterals and unvoiced fricatives and stops.
1
2
3
5
WORD
l3ej
ranch

lf8

hands

48

laughing

48

grass

48

valleys

48

gallop

48

angry

24

22

The orthographic "a" preceding nasals, laterals and
unvoiced fricatives and stops in every word tested, with one
exception, was pronounced exclusively a ^ ^ J •

Within the

phoneme, there is considerable variation, and sometimes it
was extremely difficult to distinguish between it and the

-^3lower compromise v o w e l .

Of the sounds recorded

very few actually reached the "flat" sound of the pur^^j^vowel.
Rather, they were lowered very slightly ( n e a r ^ “^J), but
this lowering was not sufficient to warrant transcription
of the[âj vowel.
The single exception to this tendency was the word
"angry".
raised

In twenty-two of the instances, the£^J vowel was
or^^^"^).

Also, in every case where this raising

occurred, the vowel was highly nasalized.

5.

Orthographic "u" in a stressed position, following
/t/. /d/ and /n/.
1
2
3
4
5
WORD
rûi
I'inT
t
U
J
■j
' "

'

1

duties
June

48

stupid

47

(tissue)

1
33

13

The educational or dialectal pressure toward the£j^J
or£l6/J in words where orthographic "u" follows /t/, /d/ and
/n/ was found to be virtually non-existent in the words ex
amined,

The^J

J

glide in "duties" and "stupid" was dis

covered in the reading of a single individual, implying a
possible educational or dialectal influence on that one per
son.

The vowel in "June" was pronounced as£^Jin every in

stance.
The word "tissue" demonstrated a variation in its "u"

syllable following the fricative consonant^J'J.

In thirty-

three instances the vowel was pronounced with a definite
glide

; in thirteen instances, t h e ^ J glide was not

pronounced and the vowel was lowered slightly
When observed in the context of a word, the exact
quality of any sound is difficult to pinpoint.

This dif

ficulty was increased considerably in the case of the five
diphthongs examined, since a diphthong is made up of a
gliding complex of sounds which combine to create the ac
oustic effect of a single sound.

This is especially true

with the d i p h t h o n g s ^ a n d ^ O l ^ because they can easily be
confused with the pure vowels^f^ a n d ^ o j , which are pho
nemically identical but not diphthongal in character.
In regard to the first of these two problems, it
has been demonstrated by Peterson and Coxe that most pho
neticians, without the services of the spectrograph, have
incorrectly symbolized the two diphthongs^filj and£û<-^J. ^9
However, to avoid confusion, these diphthongs are represented
here in their traditional forms, except in cases where the
variants were clearly sounded.
The distinction between diphthong and pure vowel was
more easily and reliably detected by reducing the play-back
speed of the tape recorder.

When played back at three and

three-fourths inches per second, one-half of the recording

^%>eterson and Coxe, o^. cit.
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speed, the extended play-back time "stretched" the sound,
making it possible to single out any gliding second element
which signified a diphthong, even though the actual phonetic
sound quality was distorted*

6-a*

Diphthongs:

[ei]

1

2

3

4

WORD

8

play

ho

raised

31

16

Canadian

10

38

amazing

13

34

3

4?

behavior

5
cn

1

1

47

greatest
make

?

43

paper

2

h6

facing

3

45

great

22

26

In the words used to test the diphthong^ljversus the
pure vowel^^J , only one word was found to contain a con
sistently diphthongal sound*

This diphthong occurred in

forty-eight instances of the word "play".

Since "play" oc

curred at the end of a sentence, the extended duration of
the sound probably introduced the^^J glide*

Also, since this

vowel sound was extended, it was possible to examine both
the first and second elements more closelv*

It was found that

-If6»

in at least eight instances, the word "play” was pronounced
with a distinct^2^ in the first element.

However, this vari

ation seemed dialectally non-significant, since it would very
likely appear in any word of this group at the end of a
sentence.
The vowel sound of the word "raised" was pronounced
as a diphthong in thirty-one instances.

It is possible

that the consonant/y^ , a voiced fricative continuant,
might have lengthened the vowel, making possible the in
trusion of the/]^] glide.
When the sound appeared medially in the words
"Canadian", "amazing" and "behavior", the pure vowel^cj
appeared in about 80J? of the instances.

The vowel in

"Canadian" was pronounced as^Cj in thirty-eight instances,
"amazing", in thirty-four instances and "behavior", in
forty-five instances.

The vowel in "amazing" was pronounced

as the diphthon^^CJ^in the most instances, again possibly
because of the fricative continuantjlzj . /
When the sound appeared in a stressed position
preceding an unvoiced consonant, as in "great", "greatest",
"make", "paper" and "facing", it was pronounced almost ex
clusively as the pure vowel^^J •

The vowel in "greatest" was

pronounced as the pure vowel forty-seven times; "make",
forty-three times; "paper", forty-six times; and "facing?,
forty-five times.
The one exception to this tendency was "great",

-^7whose vowel sound was pronounced twenty-six times as the pure
vowel and twenty-two times as the diphthong.

In the twenty-

two instances in which the diphthong occurred, the normal
lingua-alveolar articulation of

became the glottal

stopj]" p j ) or an unaspirated allophonco

Whenever this sound

was substituted for the lingua-alveolar articulation of the
, the vowel sound was extended and the^^] glide was in
truded.

Diphthongss f o u ]

6-b.

1

Lou'

WORD

2
Lù2

most

3

1+5

rolling

7

1+1

rolls

h

1+1+

known

8

28

1+

3

5

Losj

12

In the group of words incorporating theJ^O^J ~/^oJ
sounds, relatively little variation was found,
of the subjects recorded the pure vowelj^oj •

About 90%
The word

"rolling" was pronounced with the diphthong seven times;
"rolls"9 four times; and "most", three times.
The word "known" displayed the greatest variation,
with twenty instances being recorded as the d i p h t h o n ^ ^ n d
.

In eight of these instances, the glide rose to an

indefinite point a p p r o x i m a t i n g ^ .

In twelve cases, this

glide was pronounced as a definite^g^J .

The increased vari-

ation found in "known" might be accounted for by the fact
that it appeared at the end of a sentence^ as did "play"
in the previous section.

6-Co

Diphthongs:
2

1

3

L^Jrj

WORD
voice

48

loiter

46

t^ij

A

5

1

The vowel sound in the words "voice " and "loiter" was
pronounced exclusively

o

Only one instance ofljD‘1 vari

ation was noted in "loiter"»

6-do

Diphthongs:

I

WORD
my

31

17

like

35

13

life

3^

13

liked

3^

Ilf

The vowel sound appearing in the words "my"^ "like",
"life" and "liked" was extremely difficult to identify as
belonging to

ov[jz]phoneme^

In all four of the words

examined, about 655? of the instances were pronounced asl^^J
and about 355? were pronounced es[jzJ , in the first element.
"Like" was recorded thirty-five times as^J^and thirteen

-If9“
times

"life", thirty-four times asj^ljLnd thirteen

times

"liked", thirty- four times as/"<3j7and four

teen times as[a.lj; and "my", thirty-one times asj^ÿand
seventeen times asf(Z^Ij,

N e i t h e i £ < ^ n o ^ 2 ^ a s found to be

pure; rather, the sound ranged b e t w e e i ) [ ^ J a n d ^ Q j ( ^ J ) .

Diphthongs:

oj

WORD__________

ZaoJ

6-e,

r^oj

round

37

11

clouds

33

15

downpour

36

12

In the case of the sounds incorporated in such words
as "round” , "clouds" and "downpour", the diphthong^(jvas
found in about 75^ of the instances o

"Round" was pronounced

thirty-seven times a s / ^^and 11 times

"clouds",

thirty-three times aq^^/jand fifteen times asj^CL/f-^ and "down
pour", thirty-six times as^f^ujand twelve times a s [ ^ ^
In "round" and "downpour", where the vowel preceded "n", the
fronting towardj^"^occurred a greater number of times than in
"clouds", although the fronting was too slight to make note of.

7#

Orthographic "a", "0" and "ou" in stressed positions.
1
WORD

father

ncL] .
kQ

If

2

LI>J

1

5

“ 50"

7.

(continued).
1

2

rpj

WORD
thought

48

tall

2

46

long

6

42

1
ra:

4

3

In the stressed vowel of the word "watching", where the
"a" vowel is preceded by "w", four instances were pronounced
asj^Jand forty-four instances as/^<2//.
In "father" and "thought", all forty-eight instances
were recorded as[jzJ

In the script, "thought" and "father"

were separated by only two other words, making comparison a
simple matter.
The vowel sounc^)^J appeared forty-six times in the word
"tall", where orthographic "a" is followed by "11".

The

remaining two instances were recorded a s ^ % J .
Likewise, the vowel sound in "long" appeared fortytwo times a s ^ ^Jand six times a s^<^.

8.

"le", "ul" and "lie" suffixes,
WORD

1
r S/J

supple

k8

terrible

48

plentiful

48

2
£/-

^

LàlL

h
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The words "supple", "plentiful" "terrible" and
"fertile" presented an Interesting comparison of final syl
labic consonants.

In all cases, "supple", "terrible" and

"plentiful" were pronounced with the/^/J ending, while
"fertile", with Its homorganlc consonants/^tî^and/^/^ In
close succession, was recorded with the syllabic£/Jin every
case.

The final syllable of "fertile" was always pronounced

more rapidly, leaving no time for an intervening vowel.

9*

Initial "wh".
1

2

21

27

1

4

5

WORD
when

The occurrence ofJ^J

and^vvj as the sound of the

initial consonant combination of "when" at first created a
problem due to the fact that no system could be found to
account for variations of the sound.
peared three times in the script.

The word "when" ap

The cumulative results of

the three occurrences indicated that the unasplrated^ÿlj) ap
peared more frequently.

The sounc^vvj was recorded twenty-

seven times and the s o u n d ^ ^ J , twenty-one times.

However,

closer examination disqualified this conclusion for two
reasons.

First of all, the total number of pronunciations

of both^^J and£vi/J was so nearly even that no conclusion
could be drawn.

Secondly, closer re-examlnatlon of a number

of recordings showed that many of the Instances where£Wjwas
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recorded were due to faulty articulation and too great a
reading speed.

In nearly every instance wher^vvj appeared,

there was no distinct break between that word and the pre
ceding word.

For these reasons,

dialectally non-significant.

sound appeared to be

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

DETAILED SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the findings of this study, as de
tailed in Chapter IV, the variations of each vowel sound
may be summarized as follows:
Vowelized /r/, stressed and unstressed.
In both stressed and unstressed positions, in such
words as "work" and "father", the /r/ was always pronounced.
The distinct retroflexion in every case created a consis
tently "hard" or "pure" /r/ sound.

The only variation to

this tendency was an occasional reduction ofJ^^J
unstressed positions.

in

This variation was not considered

dialectally significant, since in every case, the reduction
was due either to faulty articulation or the speed with
which the subject read.
Vowels preceding "r".
In such words as "merry" and "daring", where the con
sonant "r" is preceded by orthographic "e" or "a", the vowel
was found to be predominantly/cC^ .

In the case of ortho

graphic "e" preceding "r", it was found that the vowel sound
was frequently pronounced with d i s t i n c t ^ - c o l o r i n g .

-53-

In the word "hair", about 20% of the instances were
recorded as a d i p h t h o n g a l .
The vowel sound In the words In which orthographic
"a" preceded "r", as In "daring", was frequently the lowered
vowel
The^K'] -coloring of the£j£*Jvowel In words where
orthographic "e" precedes "r", as In "merry", and the dlphthonglzatlon of t h e v o w e l

In "hair" were not considered

dialectally significant, since the^£*Jphoneme remained In
tact*

The lowering of t h e v o w e l

In the words where ortho

graphic "a" precedes "r", as In "daring", was considered
significant In light of thej^^variation cited by a majority
of the sources consulted In Chapter II.
In such words as "near" and "clearly", where ortho
graphic "ea" precedes "r", the vowel sound was always pro
nounced as£l]]*
The vowel sound In the words "farm" and "dark",
where orthographic "a" precedes "r", was almost a l w a y s ^ ^ Q .
Variation was negligible.
In such words as "border", "roar" and "warranted",
where orthographic "o" precedes "r", and "a" precedes "r"
and Is In turn preceded by "w", the vowel sound was gen
erally pronounced a^]b^ .

The diphthongal varlant^j)^was

noted occasionally.
Conclusion concerning vowelized /r/ and preceding
vowels.

The greatest single factor contributing to a
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slmilarity between the results of this study and the speech
of the General American region was the quality of the sound
represented orthographically by the letter **r”.

In nearly

every occurrence of the /r/, whether it appeared as the
vowelized consonants^^J^ stressed, or^^^unstressed, or as
a consonant immediately following a vowel, the /r/ sound and
the quality of the vowel sounds it affected when an ortho
graphic vowel precedes it compared positively with General
American.
One exception to this correlation occurred in the
case of orthographic "e" and ”a” preceding ”r“ in such words
as ”merry« and ^daring".

The results of the study indicated

that the preponderance of instances were pronounced as the

jj£j vowel, as contrasted with Wise and Thomas who cite the
predominance of[3^ in General American.
In the case of orthographic "a** preceding "r" in such
words as "farm" and "dark" the evidence indicating the pre
dominance of th^Cl^ vowel tends to describe the preference of
the Missoula area.
Unstressed initial, medial and final syllables.
The vowel sound in initial and final unstressed
syllables, in such words as "believe" and "tempest", was pro
nounced with either£*^J o r ^ ^ ^ , except where phonetic laws
other than dialectal were operative. In unstressed medial
syllables, in such words as "minutes", theJ^Xj vowel was found

-56to be slightly predominant.
Conclusion concerning unstressed syllables#

The re

sults of this study concerning (1) a local or regional pre
ference for eltherj^d^ OT^SJ In unstressed syllables, and/or
(2) a general tendency toward either of these two vowel
sounds, were negative.

The sixteen words examined further

demonstrated the lack of agreement among phoneticians as to
the predominance o f j ^ ^ orj] Î J .
Orthographic "a” preceding nasals, laterals and unvoiced
fricatives and stops.
In such words as "ranch", "grass" and "valleys", the
vowel sound was pronounced a s £ ^ ^ i n every instance,

^he word

"angry" was the only exception to this pattern, where slightly
less than half of the subjects raised the vowel approximately

to/j£

This raising was not considered dialectally

significant, since it occurred in only one word.
Conclusion concerning orthographic "a".

In the case

of orthographic "a" preceding nasals, laterals and unvoiced
fricatives and stops, there was complete agreement between
the findings of this study and accepted General American pro
nunciation in favor of a phonetic^/^J.
Orthographic "u" Jji stressed positions following /J^,
and /ü/.
In the words "duties", "June" and "stupid", the pure
vowel^6^2appeared in all but two cases.

"Tissue" was pro-
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nounced predominantly with slJ^j J glide following the conso-~
nahtfj"J, although roughly one-third of the instances were
pronounced without the^jj glide*
Conclusion concerning orthographic "u".

In the case

of orthographic ”u" following /t/, /d/ and /n/, the results
of this study were found to be in complete agreement with
General American pronunciation favoring a p h o n e t i c *
Diphthongs.
In such words as "make", "paper" and "behavior",
where the stressed^cj vowel either preceded an unvoiced con
sonant or appeared medially, it was pronounced as the pure
vowel|cJ rather than as the d i p h t h o n g .

When the stressed

jjeJ preceded a voiced fricative consonant in such words as
"raised" and "amazing", the sound was found to be diphthongal
in a majority of cases.

When the stressed£cjvowel appeared

in a word at the end of a sentence, the vowel was always
diphthongal.
The "o" in such words as "most" and "rolling" was found
to be the pure vowel^oj in a preponderance of instances.
The exception to this pattern was the word "known" which was
recorded as a

diphthong in about ^0^ of

the instances.
The vowel sound in the words "voice" and "loiter" was
found to be the diphthongjoJ^in all cases.
In words containing the diphthong]^l], such as
"like" and "my", about 65/î of the instances were recorded
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as/^âj as the first element of the glide, with the remaining
35JÎ being recorded as the|^<i^J vowel*
Slightly over 75^ of the instances of the/^^diphthong in the words "round", "clouds" and "downpour" were pro
nounced with the voweljT^jJ as the first element of the glide,
with 25/È pronounced as£^J *
Conclusion concerning diphthongs*

In the case of the

two diphthongs 1^61J and£ouJ ^ the results of the study con
flict partially with W i s e ’s treatment*

Whereas Wise uses

the diphthongal forms^CjJ a n d ^ O u j i n every stressed posi
tion, the findings of this study indicated that following
consonants and word position tend to govern the occurrence
of the pure vowel and diphthong*

In the case of th^j^JJiiph-

thong, as in "most" and "known", the preponderance of in
stances were pronounced with the pure vowel, and when the
sound did become diphthongal, the glide became^ 3 ^ more often
t h a n ^ u ] , particularly in the case of "known".
Orthographic "a",

and "ou" in stressed positions.

The words "father" and "thought" were pronounced with
the vowelJjZ^ in every instance#

"Watching" was pronounced

with the^/%-] vowel in the great majority of instances, with
being recorded in four cases.
The vowel sound in "tall" and "long" was predominantly£j^J , with^^J being recorded in two and six instances
respectively*

"
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Conclusion concerning orthographic

'*o" and "ou".

In the case of orthographic "a", "o" and "ou", the sounds
recorded during this study compare positively with those re
cognized in General American.

The word "tall", as it was re

corded in this study, conflicts with Wise's description of
the sound in General American.

This discrepancy in which the

vowelj^^J predominates in the sample studied, constitutes a
local variation.
Suffixes:

"le". "ul" and "ile" .

In the word "fertile", where the consonantj^/J fol
lows the homorganic/"^^ , the suffix was pronounced as the
syllabic consonant^/J .

In the words "supple", "terrible"

and "plentiful", where the consonants are not homorganic,
the suffix contained thej^Jvowel in all instances.
Conclusion concerning "le", "lal" and "ile".

The re

sults of this study and the accepted General American usage
in the case of the "le", "ul" and "ile" suffixes are in com
plete agreement, favoring the s y l l a b i c ^ ] w h e r e the conso
nant]^/J follows the c o n s o n a n t .
Initial "wh".
In the word "when" an apparent variation between

andj^wj was found.

After closer examination, it seemed that in

the majority of cases involving^ly^, faulty articulation
and excessive reading speed tended to eliminate the as
pirate quality of the[^J .

For this reason, the variation

—6>0—

toward^^Jwas not considered significant*
Conclusion concerning initial "wh".

In the case of

the initial "wh" sound, the findings of this study were con
sistent with General American pronunciation, favoring the
aspirate approach to thejl/l^ *
II.

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the great majority of instances, the findings of
this study compare positively with the accepted standards of
General American pronunciation*

The following vowel sounds

were found to differ from General American:

(1) the ortho

graphic "e" and "a" preceding "r" in such words as "daring"
and "merry" were found to be pronounced with the^^Jvowel, as
contrasted to Thomas and Wise's preference

(2)

Orthographic "a" preceding "11" in "tall" was pronounced with
t h e ^ ^ v o w e l in contrast to the General American vowel^^^ •
It is possible that this apparent discrepancy is one of
symbolization, since the£j>] phoneme in General American in
cludes the lowered|^3^ ( | p ^ ) , and the^jbj phoneme used by
subjects in this study was slightly raised

).

Hence,

the oral difference between the two virtually disappears and
the use of either s y m b o l o r ^ D ^ , is arbitrary.

(3) The

stressed^]] vowel in such words as "make" and "paper", where
the vowel is followed by an unvoiced consonant, was pronounced
with the pure vowel^^ J , contrasted to the General American
use of the diphthong^gJ^in all positions of primary stress*
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It is suggested, pending further investigation, that the oc
currence of the pure vowelJj^J is due to the speed with which
the script was read,

Therefore, this discrepancy probably

cannot be considered to be dialectally significant,

(h) The

stresse(^oJ vowel in the words '•most” and "known" was pro
nounced as the pure v o w e ] ^ ^ J i n the majority of cases, as
against the General American use of the diphthongj^^in all
positions of primary stress.

Also, whenever the diphthongal

form appeared, it was more often pronounced a s ^ ^ t h a n as
The discrepancy between pure vowel and diphthong in
the case of the stressedj^J is identical to the pure voweldiphthong variation with the s t r e s s e d ^ J vowel.

The alter

nation of[oO^SLnd[^oJ Is likewise non-significant.
It is assumed that the variations noted in #1 and #2
above are peculiar to the

Missoula area, and,

possibly to the

Northwest at large,
III.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Recommendations for further study, growing out of
this study, developed along two lines:

(1) the extension

of this study to cover a large area; and (2) the supple
menting of data herewith obtained with research into local
and regional usage and word distribution, patterned after
Kurath*s Word Geography,
Extension of phonetic research.
As outlined in the

first chapter, this

research pro-

-62ject was designed to examine the dialectal characteristics
of the speech of Missoula, Montana, through an investi
gation of selected vowel sounds from forty-eight recorded
speech samples.

Through the expansion of this study to

cover a large number of localities, sufficient data could
be collected to allow the accurate mapping of dialect boun
daries in this general area.

For the sake of efficiency and

speed, it would probably be necessary to reduce the number
of recorded speech samples per locality.

Kurath suggests

a method for collecting data from a large area»
1. Selection of materials embodying examples of
known variations.
2. Selection of **from 75 to 100 localities that
are known or thought to be representative of
as many districts.**
3* Selection of from ten to fifteen subjects in
each of these localities.
Gathering of the data, preferably by one
person, using phonetic notation and-or
recording equipment.
Research into usage and word distribution.
The gathering of lexical data could be implemented
through the same general procedure used in the phonetic re
search.

Cassidy suggests the following procedure:

1. Selection of samples of topical usage
presented in questionnaire form.
(He cautions

70

Kurath, American Pronunciation, op. cit.. p.

296.
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that a complete list of such usages would be
impossible to compile, since there is such
a great number of them.)
2. Selection of informants who know local speech.
3. Distribution of the questionnaire to the
various localities under investigation.

h. Compilation of the returns and subsequent
mapping of areas.
The magnitude of such undertakings is demonstrated by
the seemingly slow progress of the Linguistic Atlas whose vast
research projects so far have resulted in only six publi
cations, all of which are concerned with the Eastern United
States.

Nevertheless, the final results of such research

would provide accurate and detailed knowledge of both pho
netic and lexical variation in this area.

^^Fredric G. Cassidy, 0 £. cit.. pp.

19^-203*
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INTERNATIONâL PHONETIC ALPHABET
(IPA)
I.
Symbol

CONSONANTS

Key Word

Symbol

Key Word

F s J ------ cease
L 2 1 ------ zone^
C f J ------ mission

2662

------ bib
------ malm
rti-------toot
[J]-------deed
LhJ.------ noon
[^1-------^ook

Cjjl------ vision
rfTJ ------church
------- .judge
L rj ------rear
L 12 ------ lull
^,1------ hail
n/j------ wail
j ------ whale
t y j ------ %ou

[ 1 4 ---------

L n]-------sing
S]-------ether
8j-------either

f j -----------f i n

C xJ-------valve
II.
Symbol

VOWELS
Symbol

Key Word

rpJ -------sorry

f i j ------- beet
t x j ------- sTt

L o i -------notation
lûàj-------go
r u l ------ pull
] -------pool
-------sun
a ] ------ sofa

r^j

--chaotic
R j J -------cave
a J -------father

E

Key Word

C51

— — — — — — —2 s k

------ father

------- horse
III. DIPHTHONGS

Symbol

Key Word
4 ce
house

Symbol

Word

boy
/r=j]
[
I
ùi]
------mute
ri«J

-67IV.
Symbol

MODIFIERS

Key Word

------- raising (raised)

Symbol
-

Key Word
— fronting
(fronted)

T"]------- lowering (lowered)
— backing
(backed)

-68-

RECORDING SCRIPT
I was raised on a farm near the Canadian border.
Ranch life for me was a reckless merry-go-round of work
and play.

I thought that my father was about the greatest,

most amazing fellow I had ever known.

He was very tall

with huge supple hands and a merry laughing sense of humor*
Unfortunately he had a terrible temper and when he was
angry, the roar of his voice could wither the most fearless
of men.
My duties on the farm were many and varied.

In June

when the grass was long and plentiful in the fertile valleys,
I would gallop through the endless fields with the wind in
my hair, or I would loiter for many minutes watching the
rolling clouds billowing like great rolls of tissue paper.
Even when the sky grew angry and dark and the clouds rolled
with the threat of a downpour, I liked to make believe that
I was facing a tempest with courage and daring.

To my

father this behavior was stupid and clearly warranted a trip
to the woodshed.
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Code number

Footage
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(continued)
temp

st with c
e

b

r
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ge and d
a
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a
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-71RECORDING QUESTIONNAIRE
Code number

Footage

Please fill in all the blanks below:
Age

Sex

Education:

Address___________________ Occupation
_____ Elementary;

Total years

High school;

College;

•

Were you born in Missoula?

Yes___
No___

If not, you moved to Missoula at what age?
Have you ever lived anywhere other than in Missoula for any
length of time?
Nationality:

If so, how long?

years.

Your ancestors originally came from:

_______

What relation were they to you?
(Parents,
grandparents, great-grandparents, etc.)___

To you knowledge, do you have any:

hearing loss?

Yes_
No

speech defects?

Yes,
No'
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